Abstract. The problems of actualization of evaluative content through various kinds of metaphors in concepts in general and in concept TERRORISM are investigated in this article. Great attention is payed to the cognitive metaphors, its main function and duality of their nature is studied in detail. Application of the mapping process for the formation of cognitive metaphors is explained. Language metaphor and its components are studied on the examples of the notions, comprising concept TERRORISM. Ontological metaphors are examined, grounding on the ways of perception of events, actions, emotions, ideas and appealing to the human experience. Researches, proving that this kind of metaphors comprise the major part of TERRORISM metaphors was held. 
and by his co-authors M. Johnsons in his works "The Body in the mind: The Bodily basis of meaning, imagination and reason", "Metaphors we live by" and others [24; 29; 30] , M. Turner in his co-works with J.Lakoff "More than cool reason: A field guide to poetic reason" [30] , and improved by some other famous researches.
The idea of the cognitive metaphor by J. Lakoff is based on the theory of "linguistic gestalts". According to this idea, thoughts, perception, processes of cognition, motor activity and speech are organized into categories of typical structures and are called gestalts. Lakoff characterizes these notions quite broadly. According to him: gestalts at the same time are integral and unsuitable for analysis structures; they consist of parts which are impossible to gather in the aggregate; gestalt can be connected to the other internal gestalts or can be opposed to some other gestalt; gestalts can cross; in the gestalts prototypical and non-prototypical features must be distinguished; gestalts are the structures, that are used in speech, intellectual, perceptional and physical and other processes [28, p. 202-251] .
Aim of the research. The aim of the research is to study the main function of cognitive metaphor, dual nature of cognitive metaphor, the grounding of cognitive metaphor, to study conventional metaphors, which are a kind of cognitive metaphor and their types (ontological, structural, orientational).
Main results and discussion. Within the bounds of the cognitive theory metaphor is distinguished as the understanding of one concept through another one; "a kind of conceptualization, cognitive process, that defines and forms new notions, without which it is impossible to receive new knowledge" [32, p. 55] ; "fixed in one's experience reflection of the ideal cognitive model of one sphere in the ideal cognitive model of another sphere" [27, p. 539] .
The main function of the cognitive metaphor is to characterize and to describe "complex mental processes", which are impossible for direct understanding through the images of sense perception [27, p.55] .
Metaphor comes forth as one of the most important instruments of the general categorization of the world, taxonomy of the perception of the world and sensory experience. The absence of the metaphor makes impossible self-cognition and cognition of the world because the assimilation of one part of the reality to another one, distinguishing of one part of conceptual world to understand the other one -is the leading way for creation of multiple concepts, which comprise the unique picture of the world. "Metaphor has the implicit opposition of the routine outlook on world to the special, extraordinary, which reveals individual features of the subject. Metaphor emphasizes the belonging of the subject or of the substance to the kind, to which this subject or substance are not possible to be relates under normal conditions and at the same time it denies any relation of this subject or substance to the kind, to which it really belongs" [3, p.17] .
Based on the definitions of the cognitive metaphor it becomes clear that metaphoric model has dual nature, as it is based on the interaction of two mental units. Some literature sources in linguistics give several terms, which define this duality, that is: conceptual referent -conceptual correspondent, significative zone -denotative zone [5, P.166-177] , donor zone -recipient zone [19] ; target sphere -source sphere [29] . In our research terms "target sphere" / "conceptual referent" are used to define the concept under analysis, and terms "source sphere" / "conceptual correspondent" -to define the concept that is involved in the process of the assimilation.
The target sphere, as a rule, is represented by the abstract, indefinite, vague concept and the source sphereby definite concept, which comes out as a kind of generalization of the practical experience of the people's activities. Definite concepts (e.g. living being, human being, tangible object, manipulation object, disease, crime, enemy, auto, fire, etc.) are involved for understanding and interpretation indefinite mental substances [26, P. 16-20] . It relates to the idea of the "embodiment" of cognitive structures, according to which human consciousness is anthropocentrically natured and non-object activity is organized according to the space and time, which are given through the indirect feelings [27; 29] .
The fact, that human experience of the existence in the physical and social environment is a natural and logical basis for the understanding of more abstract concepts, is placed in the basis of the unidirectional principle of metaphor [26, 29] , according to which definite, sensitive perceptional source sphere, as a rule, does not change place with the indefinite target sphere.
The grounding of the cognitive metaphor is the linguocognitive process of mapping [23; 26, p. 6 ], which establish difficult systematical relations between the source sphere and target sphere. Metaphorical mapping is distinguished as the process of projecting of the elements of the source sphere on the conceptual elements of the target sphere [26, p. 6; 29, p. 245] , during which, the features of the reasoning phenomenon, that are substantial for its understanding from the point of view of the native speakers are highlighted and during the metaphorical correlation they acquire invariant character [28, p. 54] .
Metaphorical mapping is an analogues process that is realized by means of three different ways -attributive (feature), relative and situational [6; 23] . Attributive analogues mapping is understood as cognitive process, within which the transference of features, qualities, characteristics, special aspects inherent to the source sphere on the target sphere takes place. Relative analogue mapping is understood as the process of the transference of the relations, which have cause-and-effect character, because of which in the source and target spheres equal states are distinguished. Situational analogues mapping is distinguished as the transference of situations and actions, that characterize the source sphere on the analogues substances of the target sphere of the metaphorical correlation [6, p. 36-43] .
Metaphor is actualized by any language structure that "denotes definite type of objects, subjects, etc" (that is represents the source sphere of metaphor) and is used "to characterize and name another type of objects or subjects" (that is target sphere of metaphor) [4, p. 296] .
Four elements take part in the creation of language metaphor, they are: objects of two types (source sphere and target sphere) and properties of each of them while the process of metaphorisation the property of the source sphere (which is the typical and bright characteristic feature of this sphere) is transferred to the target sphere. The carrier of this property can be a subject (function, form, etc), process (manner of action, intensity, and attendant characteristics) or quality (degree or color shade). In accordance with the idea about three ontological categories -category of subjects, category of process, and category of quality -[20, p.44] -they distinguish metaphorical expressions that differ according to the belonging of them to different parts of speech, especially: 1) substantive, which name things and objects of surrounding reality and their attributes; 2) verbal, which name different kinds of activities and appear as a result of compatibility of predicate words; 3) adjective, that name properties of subjects and objects of the surrounding reality; 3) adverbial, that name properties of different types of activities [the same, p.44-45].
It is distinguished conventional or "erased" metaphors and creative, constructive or "alive" image metaphors [29, p. 61] .
In the first case the correspondence between the source and target domains is completely conventional in the conceptual system of the speakers [28, p.48] . Conventional metaphors are fixed in the consciousness examples of the conceptual correspondences between the domains, which make the thinking process easier and experience context within the bounds of which abstract concepts and notions can be adjusted to the understanding and correctly understood. The backgrounds of the conventional metaphors constitute culturally fixed ideas about the reality, which are used to comprehend and understand the problematic situations of the surrounding reality. According to G. Lakoff our conceptual system consists of multiple numbers of conventional metaphorical projections, which are as if "integrated" into our commonsense thinking, which are easily actualized in the consciousness of communicators, and which comprise an inherent part of the speakers' cultural paradigm through which they are literally understood by the members of the speech community. Network of metaphors, which are the basis of the mental process, comprise the cognitive map of the concepts, which is organized to place the abstract notions and new experience in the acknowledged practice of the interaction of the subject with the surrounding reality [29] . Conventional metaphors, based on the repetition and "systematic correlation between the phenomena, fixed in our mental experience", comprise the conceptual system of the human.
The level of the conventionality of the metaphoric expression is its' classification index while the realization of the metaphor in discourse and is distinguished relying on such properties of metaphorical expression as: diffuseness and presence in its' semantic common property (statics). These very criteria distribute metaphors into conventional and image metaphors [26, ix; 27, p. 49] . In western linguistic researches conventional metaphoric expressions are distinguished as shared ones and clichéd or well-worn ones [26, p.30] . These are the metaphors, which are wellknown for speakers and are widely used by them in speech.
Conventional metaphors are opposed to new -image and creative -metaphors, which represent "new way of understanding of our experience" [29, p. 61] and give "new sense to our past and our everyday life [the same, p.139].
The case study of our research is conventional metaphors of TERRORISM. According to the way of conceptualization conventional metaphors are distributed into ontological, structural and orientation. 1200 metaphorical expressions were analyzed while our research. It was found out that the quantity of ontological metaphors is equal to 816, that is 67% of the whole quality, the quantity of structural metaphors is equal to 264, that comprises 22% from the whole quantity, and the quantity of orientation metaphors is equal to 130, that comprises 11% from the whole quantity.
Ontological metaphors are interpreted as the way of perception of events, actions, emotions, ideas, etc. as well as tangible subjects and things [29, p. 25] . They appeal to the human experience, which relates to the physical objects. Human experience can be comprehended through the objects and substances, what, in its turn gives possibility to "single out some parts of human experience and to interpret them as the discreet substances or homogeneous materials. In case of representation of the human experience as the subjects or substances we can refer on them, unite them into categories, classify them, and establish their quantity and this way think about them. [the same]. According to G. Lakoff and M. Johnson, ontological metaphors penetrate our mind and they are so natural, that they are accepted as the fact as it is [the same, p.28].
According to the Kövečses Z. the cognitive function of ontological metaphors is in "giving existential status of the physical object, substance or package to the diffusive, abstract matters" [26, p.34-35] . By reference to M. Blake the essence of the ontological metaphor is in its significance and conceptualization of the target domain primary by terms of attributive and active properties of source domain [8] .
So, it can be stated that through the ontological metaphor takes place the cognition of the abstract (no specified) substance based on its assimilation to the definite material substance, that is present in the physical experience of individual.
Depending Most ontological metaphors of concept TERRORISM are represented by verbal free word-combinations, in which the basic component is the name of the concept TERRORISM, for example verbal word-combinations: to combat / fight / battle against / stand united against / wage a war against / mobilize for a war against / grapple with terrorism -the general meaning of these wordcombinations is fight terrorism; to defeat / destroy / eradicate / stamp out / root out / push from the face of the world / crack down on / bring an end to / win the war against / to triumph over terrorism -the general meaning of these word-combinations is to get victory over terrorism, and also to bow (down) to / yield to / give in to terrorism -the general meaning of these word-combinations is to subject to terrorism. These examples represent the metaphor-personification (anthropomorphic metaphor) TERRORISM is ENEMY.
Metaphors-personifications (anthropomorphic metaphors) [26, p. 35 ] are special type of ontological metaphors. Traditionally, in the theory of metaphors, this kind of metaphors is characterized as basic one, because it serves as the mean of cognition by the subject the objects of the surrounding through himself [7, p. 155; 8, p. 35] .
From the linguistic point of view metaphorpersonification is realized by usage of predicates, that, as a rule, denote actions, processes and states of the person to characterize inanimate substances. So, for example, theory, inflation, computer are inanimate substances (His theory explained to me the behavior of chickens raised in factories; Inflation is eating up our profits; The computer went dead on me), but they are given the features of human being, namely: ability to explain, eat and die [26, p. 35] . Thus, the presented above examples demonstrate the realization of the metaphor-personification: INANI-MATE PHYSICAL OBJECT (THEORY/ INFLATION/ COMPUTER) is ANIMATE CREATURE (HUMAN BEING).
Metaphors, in which conceptual referent serves as the subject of action are of special interest for the researches. Such metaphors are presented in the following examples. M. Nikitin names such metaphors syntactical. Syntactical metaphors differ from the lexical ones by that that they correlate not with the single denotates from "inventory list", but with so called "state of events" -events, situations, phenomena, that is, denotates, which interact within the special relations [15, P. 222-236] .
Syntactical metaphors are interested in by the fact that they change onomastic model of the sentence. Onomastic model of the sentence comprises the typical structure fields, for fulfilling arguments, defined by the definite predicate. Besides of the meaning of words, which fill this structure in, it has general syntactic value. Despite the abstractness of the meaning of such structures, the meaning is well-understood by the speakers and is the objective factor of their mental and speaking activity. In case of syntactic metaphors, the outer onomastic model of action [AGENT (theory, inflation, computer) affects PATIENT (definite individuals, their incomes), as a result of which PATIENT transforms into AFFECTIVE (becomes SUCH as a result of caused changes)] corresponds to the deep model of process, in which PATIENT-AFFECTIVE arises as a participant , who is involved in the situation out of control because of absence of the force, that introduces changes, because the introduced changes can be direct result of the action of AGENT, as it is not the living being.
One more special kind of ontological metaphor is the image-scheme CONTAINER / CONTENTS OF CON-TAINER. In cognitive linguistics image-scheme is defined as the basic structural unit, that is supported by the sensomotor experience of the person in interconnection with physical world, which is gestalt-structured [24, p. 75] and is applied for the conceptualization of more complicated cognitive structures. It is organized in recurrent dynamic model of perception processes and motor programs, that give coherence and structure to our experience [24; 30] .
Structural metaphors "give opportunity to apply one highly structured and clearly isolated notion to structure another one" [29, p. 61] . Based on structural metaphor conceptualization of abstract entity takes place within the frame of natural experience in the sphere, that is quite familiar for native speakers (WAR, GAME, BUSINESS). Moreover, the target source, as a rule has more complicated structure, including several objects, which depict various aspects [26, p. 33-34; 29, p. 14-16] . So, for example, metaphor WAR implies ENEMY, ARMY, WAR ACTIONS, REARWARD AREA, FRONT LINE, etc.
In the analyzed British newspaper discourse, both structural and ontological metaphors are realized, in general, through the verbal word-combinations, though their number is not so numerous. For example, wordcombination to be a recruiting agent for terrorism actualizes metaphor TERRORISM IS ARMY, and to have a degree in terrorism -actualizes metaphor TERRORISM IS EDUCATION.
Orientational metaphors "give the concept space orientation" [29, p. 14] based on opposition "up -down" (CONSCIOUS IS UP -UNCONSCIOUS IS DOWN), "ahead-behind" (FUTURE EVENTS ARE AHEAD -PAST EVENTS ARE BEHIND) etc. [the same, p. 15]. In the researched discourse orientational metaphors, as a rule, interact with ontological ones, reflecting space coordinates of objects. For example, to live under tyranny presents TERRORISM as a material object, located over the human being, pressing on him/her. The position "under" is associated in English-speaking culture with negative connotation.
Conclusion.
To conclude it can be said that the main function of the cognitive metaphor is to characterize and to describe "complex mental processes", which are impossible for direct understanding through the images of sense perception. General categorization of the world, taxonomy of the perception of the world and sensory experience is not possible without metaphors. Metaphoric model has dual nature, as it is based on the interaction of two mental units. The grounding of the cognitive metaphor is the linguocognitive process of mapping, which establish difficult systematical relations between the source sphere and target sphere. Metaphors are distributed into conventional or "erased" metaphors and creative, constructive or "alive" image metaphors. The level of the conventionality of the metaphoric expression is its' classification index while the realization of the metaphor in discourse and is distinguished relying on such properties of metaphorical expression as: diffuseness and presence in its' semantic common property (statics). Ontological metaphors are interpreted as the way of perception of events, actions, emotions, ideas, etc. as well as tangible subjects and things.
